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1 April 2014 
 
Clearing Manager 
c/o NZX Energy 
PO Box 2959 
Wellington 6140 

By email: cmanager@nzx.com 

Dear Sirs 

Re: Settlement and Prudential Security Code Amendment 2103 – Consultation on 
methodologies under schedule 14.2 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the issues paper on the proposed 
changes to prudential calculations. Nova finds the proposed approach to most elements of 
calculating the Clearing Manager’s (CM’s) net exposure to electricity retailers fair and 
reasonable. The impact of these to Nova is comparatively minor in comparison to the forward 
estimate of generation volumes. 

Nova’s McKee Peaker Plant (MPP), with a nominal capacity of 100 MW, consists of two open 
cycle gas turbines. It is generally operated when electricity prices exceed its short run operating 
costs. When CM’s projected market prices exceeds current prices, we can find situations where 
the projected cost of the retail load is increased significantly, yet no account is taken of the MPP 
operating to cover that load. This causes the required prudential cover to increase quickly and 
by large amounts. 

The projected availability of the MPP is not significantly different to any other thermal plant. 
Planned outages are advised to the market under the POCP protocols and Information 
Disclosure requirements under the Code. 

Nova proposes that the CM should be able to make an assumption of the MPP and similar 
peaking plants being available at set prices. These prices can be determined from historical 
market behaviour, and an appropriate adjustment made for any uncertainties involved.  This 
would be far more accurate than merely projecting generation based on recent trends. 

As an alternative, the CM could use the market model it uses to assess FTR prudential 
obligations as a tool for estimating projected generation revenues. This model, which is already 
available to the CM, could be used to determine expected generation output within prescribed 
confidence levels. Given that the model applies planned plant and lines outages, and captures 
over 80 years of historical inflows, it is going to be a better guide to the future than a simple 
projection based on recent trends. 

Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss our views further. 
 

Yours sincerely 

 

Paul Baker 

Commercial & Regulatory Advisor 


